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This exhibition’s title, ‘Northern Ireland: 30 Years

Armagh Louth Border – or other signifiers of the

of Photography’ suggests an exhaustive survey of

legacy of the troubles alluded to in a bland or

photographic work. But while it is certainly an

oblique way, that are no less menacing despite a

ambitious undertaking, a too literal reading of the

lack of heavily armed soldiers or masked men.

title would render it something of a misnomer. As
Karen Downey, the exhibition’s curator, is quick to

David Farrell’s unnerving and often beautiful

point out in the accompanying brochure, it is

series, Innocent Landscapes (2000), refers to those

better understood as a showing of “new art-

who have vanished over the decades of conflict

documentary practices, more often produced for

and whose remains are concealed in the six

the gallery space and the photo-book than for press

counties’ boglands and meadows. Following the

and media”.1 In fact, this specific focus offers much

authorities charged with finding these remains, he
visits lonely spots by night, honing in on a bank of
cut peat, a hole made by a digger and what we
could assume is darkly humorous graffiti indicating
the location of ‘bodies’ on a lonely country road.
Donovan Wylie’s 2009 documentation of the
destruction of the Maze prison bears witness to the
undoing of the notorious jail as it is slowly and
methodically reduced to rubble, then nothing but
a concrete stage, the wrecked forms of its high-tech
gauze-like fences unwittingly knitting themselves
into spiky sculptures.
More ephemeral monuments are captured in John
Duncan’s Bonfire series (2008), which records
impressive, towering architectural structures of
pallets and tyres. The ambitions of one group of
pyre-builders, resulting in a structure cleverly
constructed to resemble an ocean liner, referencing
Belfast’s shipbuilding past – another part of the
city gone forever. Paul Seawright’s rusting, rotting,
Union Jack-shaped Gate, Belfast (1997) also adds
poignancy and speaks of a once-thriving industrial
past.
It’s images like these, given space and breadth in
The MAC, that perfectly illustrate what Fionna
Barber has called the evolution of a particularly
nuanced and reflective “conflict aesthetic” in
Northern Irish art.2 Such images provide respite
from the kind of traumatic and sensationalist

Phillip Jones Griffiths, Soldier Behind the Shield, Northern Ireland, 1983, image courtesy of Magnum

to facilitate re-readings of Northern Irish
photography, which has suffered from limited
classifications as a trope of photojournalism
associated with ‘the troubles’ or fraught media
imagery.
The exhibition is shown at two locations: Belfast
Exposed Gallery and a larger display of works
spanning three floors at The MAC. At Belfast
Exposed, aspects of the city during the 1970s and
early 1980s are explored through works including
Victor Sloan’s Belfast Zoo III. In this image from
1983, Sloan shows us a chimpanzee behind heavily
grafittied Perspex, caught in the glare of the
camera’s flash. This work sits alongside the equally
uncompromising The Blue Skies of Ulster by Willie
Doherty (1986) and the almost Turin Shroud-like
1973 image Soldier Behind Shield, Northern Ireland
Hannah Starkey, Butterfly Catchers, 1999, image courtesy of the Maureen Paley Gallery

by Welsh war photographer Philip Jones Griffiths.
The works at The MAC explore the cacophony of
conflict and trauma in a more muted, yet equally
potent way. Here, a generation of photographers
examines the attendant detritus as a kind of
‘material culture’ of war. Nearly all of the images
on show are unpopulated by human beings; the
focus instead is on objects, places and spaces that
have arisen because of the conflict. These may be
literally leftovers and refuse – piles of shotgun
cartridges on a shooting range in the case of
Anthony Haughey’s 1998 Shotgun Cartridges
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media images traditionally associated with conflict.
That these hushed reflections can be as equally as
disquieting as their more graphic predecessors
owes much to the recognition that menace that
can exist outside of the battle zone as well as
within it.
Undeniably, the exhibition’s overall thrust is that
conflict and the culture of conflict have proven
dominant issues in art-documentary focused
photographic practices associated with Northern
Ireland. Works that address other themes seem
somewhat fragmented from this core argument.
Examples would include Hannah Starkey’s striking
Butterfly Catchers (1990) and Gareth McConnell’s
Portraits and Interiors from the Albert Bar (1999) that
seem present only to remind us that, in the words
of Pavel Barter, “Northern Irish photography,
subconscious or otherwise, exists in a state of
trauma”.3
Anne Mullee is a Dublin-based writer and
curator. She is currently based at The LAB
gallery where she is a freelance curatorial
assistant and gallery coordinator.
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